
Menu of Services
Media Consulting
COLAGE provides expert consulting on multimedia platforms such as TV shows, videos, museum exhibits,
short stories, books, and more. If your media features stories about someone who has one or more LGBTQ+
parent/caregiver, COLAGE is the consultant for you! Through 33 years of experience, we advise on
accuracy, representation, and ethics through a lens of diversity and social justice. We are here to help you
ensure your media is realistic and aligned with the experiences of our community.

Language Review
Like any part of the LGBTQ+ community, we have specific lingo that many people outside of our community
may not understand. If you are working with an LGBTQ+ dictionary or language that is adjacent to our
purview and you want to include terms relevant to the queerspawn community, get in touch with us about
reviewing your work. Whether you already have terms related to the experiences of people who have
LGBTQ+ parents or you want to include them, COLAGE can work with you to ensure that the language you
use is community-based, accurate, and nuanced.

Documentary Casting
Are you making a documentary about people with LGBTQ+ parents? Since we are the only national
organization for queerspawn, we have connections! Regardless of the age group, sub-identities, or region of
people you want to work with, COLAGE can connect you with the folks you need to make your documentary
possible.

YouthWorkshops
COLAGE specializes in facilitating workshops for youth who have LGBTQ+ parents. If you’re hosting an
event for LGBTQ+ parents or families and need thoughtful programming for youth, we are the organization
for you! For 33 years, COLAGE has been facilitating workshops about our families, social justice, and
community building. We have volunteer facilitators across the U.S. eager to create a safe and enriching
space for queerspawn youth.

Speaking Engagements
Whether you are looking for someone to come and address a class of gender studies students, speak on
behalf of the organization at a national convening, or inform a working group about issues affecting
queerspawn, we would be happy to help. We can offer singular speaker engagements and panel discussions.
Panels can be made up of people who grew up in different decades with LGBTQ+ parents or young people
growing up today with a diversity of family constructions.

Fees andHonorariums
As a grassroots nonprofit committed to equity we use a pay what you can model whenever possible. Typical
honorariums range $250-$2,500. If we’re working with a smaller collective without a budget, we offer our
consulting for free. Larger institutions, organizations and companies compensate us for our expertise. If you
are interested in our services, please email us at info@colage.org.


